Abstract-Extraction of the endocardial boundary of the left ventricle is a key challenge in cardiac ultrasound imaging. The cardiac anatomy may be difficult to determine automatically without incorporating knowledge of both wall shape and intensity signature into the detection algorithm. The aim of this study is to establish a framework for knowledge based extraction of the left ventricular endocardial boundary.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic delineation of the endocardial boundary is a key challenge in cardiac ultrasound imaging. Several clinically important parameters, such as ventricular ejection fraction (EF), stroke volume and cardiac output can be computed based on this boundary.
For extraction of the endocardial boundary, three common approaches include pixel segmentation techniques, Snakes, and case based methods such as Active Appearance Models.
Image segmentation techniques using for example thresholding are attractive due to their simplicity [1] , [2] . These methods usually utilizes a local pixel neighbourhood to classify pixels into the classes 'blood' or 'tissue.' However, due to cardiac ultrasound characteristica such as noise, reverberations, and drop outs, methods based entirely on pixel information within local neighbourhoods tend to fail.
Snakes [3] , [4] are popular as edge detectors in echocardiography since apriori knowledge about boundary shape and cross boundary intensity signatures is easily incorporated as energy functions. These energy functions include external forces caused by pixel properties, while internal forces constraint the contour shape. Usually the same internal and external energy functions are used for the whole image and also for all patient cases. This is a limitation in cardiac boundary detection since the cross boundary signature may vary at different locations in the image, and the ventricular shape may vary significantly from case to case due to individual and pathological variations.
Case based methods include, amongst others, Active Shape Models and Active Appearance Models [5] - [7] . Such models are trained on a set of known cases, which allows the model to adapt to the characteristics of each new case, as long as the model was trained on a similar example.
The aim of this study is to establish an improved Snake algorithm which combines some aspects of the traditional Snake approach and case based methods. This is done by modifying the Snake algorithm to utilize database cases as templates for ventricular cross-boundary pixel signatures and ventricular shape. Since one boundary will be detected for each database case, a selection criterion for the case giving the best boundary detection is required. A sub goal is therefore to evaluate if the total Snake energy can be used as a selection criterion.
II. METHOD
We propose a method where the examples in a case database are used as templates for detection of the left ventricular endocardial boundary.
Instead of using traditional gradient or transition criterions to evaluate the boundary strength in a patient image, we use the pixel signatures in a small neighborhood across the database case's boundary as templates. For each database boundary signature, we have corresponding candidate lines spanning from the cavity into the myocardium of the patient case. We search for probable boundary locations along these candidate lines by evaluating the correlation between the database boundary signatures and the candidate line pixel values in the patient cases. The pixel values along candidate lines are sampled normal to the reference boundary, and a candidate image is established. Note that pixels outside the image sector appear in white. These pixels are not used for boundary detection. The distance d from the boundary is measured in millimeters.
Shape and boundary energy terms are combined using appropriate weight functions, and dynamic programming is used to find the globally optimal boundary location.
Each database case results in one detected boundary. A selection criterion is finally used to pick the database case that provides best boundary detection. The corresponding boundary is used as the detected ventricular boundary.
A. Preprocessing
Spatiotemporal filtering of the tissue data is applied to reduce the amount of speckle and noise in the images. This is implemented as an edge preserving median filter which operates on time sequences of tissue data.
B. Geometrical normalization of database and patient cases
The endocardial boundary is manually outlined in all the database cases. Cross boundary signatures are generated by first establishing sampling lines as illustrated in figure 1a. The cross boundary intensity profiles form geometrically normalized boundary images which are stored in the case database. The actual boundary is located along the horizontal center axis of the boundary images. Geometric normalization of the patient case is performed on-line, based on the manually identified atrioventricular (AV) plane and apex point (AP). A spline through the landmarks serves as reference boundary for anatomical normalization of the patient tissue data, as illustrated in figure 1b . Pixel values are sampled along candidate lines normal to the reference boundary, resulting in a geometrically normalized candidate image.
C. Boundary detection
Boundary detection in the geometrically normalized patient case is formulated as an energy minimization problem, where the total energy is composed of external and internal energies of the boundary. The total energy of the problem is expressed as:
The external energies E ext are calculated as the correlation between corresponding columns in the candidate image and boundary signature image, as illustrated in figure 2 . The value of the correlation image at a certain line n and displacement d gives us the correlation between the corresponding patient case candidate line and database boundary signature when the boundary signature is shifted incrementally along the candidate line. Therefore, the position of a correlation maximum indicates a high probability of a boundary at the specified distance from the reference boundary. Hence, boundary detection is now reduced to find a horizontal traverse of the correlation image that gives high probability of a boundary and at the same time a physiologically probable boundary shape. The correlation image can be written as a function R(d, n), where d corresponds to the displacement, and n represents one of the N pairs of candidate lines and boundary signatures. The total energy of a horizontal traverse of the correlation image is formulated as:
where {d n } represents a horizontal traverse. We see that the sliding correlation coefficient estimate may result in several maxima for one pair of candidate lines and boundary signatures. Therefore, we need a shape criteria that ensures a physiologically probable boundary. Parallelism between the detected boundary and the manually outlined database boundary is used for this purpose. The database boundary can be expressed by its distance from the reference boundary d db n , and the internal energy term can be expressed as:
The traverse {d opt n } of the correlation image which is optimal with respect to our energy function in (1) is found efficiently by dynamic programming [4] , [8] , and results in a minimal total energy E opt . The detected boundary is calculated from the reference boundary and the optimal traverse {d opt n }. Each database case results in one detected boundary for the patient case, and a selection criterion is finally applied to select one. We have evaluated the minimum total boundary energy E opt against manual selection of the best database boundary.
III. RESULTS
A database containing two-chamber apical views was established using a Vivid 7 ultrasound scanner (GE Vingmed Ultrasound, Horten, Norway). In total 19 cases was recorded and evaluated leaving one out between each experiment. For Fig. 3 . These plots illustrates the average point distance between the detected boundary and the manually outlined boundary as a function of Snake energy. In pane a, the correlation is high, and the minimum snake energy is a good selection criterion. However, the correlation between point distance and Snake energy is typically as illustrated in pane b, and the proposed selection criterion will fail.
each case, the boundary was evaluated for both end systole (ES) and end diastole (ED) defined by maximum long axis shortening and mitral valve closing respectively. Figure 4a shows the patient case and the detected boundary at ED, along with the corresponding database case. Figure 4b shows the result of unfavourable case selection.
Each detected boundary was compared to manual delineation, calculating the average boundary point to point distance and ventricular area at ES and ED. For EF calculation, the long axis length was defined as the distance from the center of the AV plane to its distal point of the endocardial boundary. The differences between parameters estimated from the detected boundaries and manually outlined boundaries resulted in a computer to observer distance (COD) for each parameter. The COD mean and standard deviations are included in table I for both automatic case selection and for manual selection of the best case. The variance in the estimated areas is larger for automatic selection than for manual selection (p < 0.05, f-test). The means were not significantly different (p < 0.05, t-test).
To evaluate the potential of the total Snake energy as a selection criterion, the average point to point distance between the manually outlined and the detected boundaries were computed as a function of total Snake energy. The results for two patient cases are shown in figure 3 . In pane a, the correlation between point to point distance and Snake energy is high. For this patient case, the Snake energy is a good selection criterion. However, the correlation is usually lower, and a typical example is shown in pane b, where the proposed selection criterion is suboptimal.
IV. DISCUSSION
We have developed a framework for knowledge based detection of the left ventricular endocardial boundary, which enables use of template cases within the Snake algorithm. One of the major potential of this approach is the ability to incorporate expert knowledge into the boundary detector. Due to noise, reverberations, and drop outs in cardiac ultrasound images, the strongest gradient in an image does not necessarily correspond directly to a tissue boundary. Using database cases as examples, our method can overcome such problems. The Snake energy based selection criterion has been shown to fail in many cases even if some of the database cases resulted in good boundary detection. This is illustrated in figure 3 and confirmed by the higher variance in estimated areas when using automatic case selection compared to manual case selection (table I) . In many cardiac ultrasound images, the signal from the endocardium is very low compared to the signal from the epicardium. If such a case is used as a database template for a patient case with strong signal from the endocardium, the epicardial boundary signature from the database case might correlate well with the endocardial boundary signature of the patient case. Consequently, the epicardium will be detected instead of the endocardium. As long as the shape criterion is not violated, the total Snake energy can be very low for such cases due to high correlation, and the selection criterion fails.
Another limitation of the proposed method is its dependency on a diverse image database. An artifact or pathology that is not present in the database will not necessarily be handled satisfactory. Performance issues will inevitably arise for large databases since all database cases must be evaluated for each patient case.
V. CONCLUSION
We have established a framework that enables the Snake algorithm to utilize example cases from a database for endocardial boundary detection. Visual selection of database case gave good boundary detection, while the total Snake energy is not sufficiently robust as a case selection criterion.
